Find a home

Emily Kang
Five friends wanted to live together.

Where should we live?
The friends were deciding where to live when Bunny saw a big uh oh.

Oh no! Look guys.
There was a tornado coming towards them! It was very windy and things were flying everywhere!
The tomatoes picked them up and blooo...
Bunny was dizzy.
cat got dropped from the tornado
She Landed in a Boat
The tornado dropped Panda at the desert. Panda was hot and she did not like it.

WHERE AM I?
Bunny dog and Bear tree. It was pokey.
So the friends walked and didn't bump into each other.
they did not notice that behind them there were houses that had their names on them
Then Bunny turned around and she saw some house and turned around and they just stared because it was just amazing.
then bunny looked inside
and... it was amazing.
so the friends decide to live inside the houses and live happily after ending
good morning
Bunny
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